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Abstract 

Kwanza Sul Province in Angola has twelve municipalities and as many as thirteen local language 
variants recognised by the provincial government. Based on the data available so far, it appears that 
Kwanza Sul Province contains as many as five separate languages, in terms of comprehension and 
identity. These include the following: Kibala-Ngoya, Hele, Nsume, Ndongo-Mpinda and Kissama [smd]. 

The thirteen variants of Kwanza Sul Province are divided into two groups depending on whether 
they are considered to be part of Kimbundu [kmb] or Umbundu [umb]. The survey team further divided 
those considered to be Kimbundu variants, the focus of this survey, into three subgroups according to 
linguistic relatedness. 

The first subgroup is made up of varieties that can be classified as Kibala-Ngoya, which is different 
enough from standard Kimbundu to be considered a separate language. Kimbundu speakers from Kwanza 
Norte Province and Malanje Province cannot understand it, nor can Kibala-Ngoya speakers understand 
standard Kimbundu well unless they have learned it. 

There are peripheral varieties of Kibala-Ngoya, like Lubolo [blv], which show more influence from a 
larger neighbouring language such as Kimbundu. However, these peripheral varieties still have a shared 
origin with the more central ones and can be considered part of the distinct Kibala-Ngoya language. The 
results of the dialect mapping interviews, comprehension tests and wordlist analysis indicate that the 
speakers of the Kibala, Hebó, Ucela, Mbwĩ and Lubolo variants share a common identity and can for the 
most part communicate in their mother tongue without switching to Portuguese. Kibala is the most likely 
choice for a central dialect. 

Though Kibala-Ngoya was the main focus of this research, the results of the study also show that 
Nsume is clearly a language distinct from the above listed variants, forming the second subgroup under 
Kimbundu. The coastal variants of Kissama, Ndongo, and Mpinda make up the third subgroup according 
to linguistic relatedness, though further research is required in this area. 

Regarding the name of the language here designated as Kibala-Ngoya, there remains some 
controversy. Nearly everyone seems to agree that in the past “Ngoya” was a derogatory term, but now it 
is accepted by many as being the name of the ethnolinguistic group. According to Angenot, Mfuwa and 
Ribeiro (2011), it was decided at a conference that the language is best designated as “Kibala.” This is 
also the solution supported by Angola’s Institute of National Languages, the Instituto de Línguas 
Nacionais (ILN). It does seem to be the most reasonable and historically valid choice, though not without 
opposition.
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1 Introduction 

The language mapping team of Angola’s Institute of National Languages (Instituto de Línguas Nacionais, 
ILN), conducted sociolinguistic fieldwork in Angola’s Kwanza Sul Province on the Atlantic coast between 
May 29 and June 8, 2012. The fieldwork was initiated by the ILN and was conducted with the full 
permission and cooperation of Kwanza Sul’s provincial government. 

On the first day of work in the provincial capital of Sumbe the team met with the director of the 
provincial culture office, who provided some background information about the language situation in the 
province. Kwanza Sul has twelve municipalities and as many as thirteen local language variants 
recognised by the provincial government, so the team set out to investigate these variants with the 
understanding early on that another trip will be needed to complete the work. Within the constraints of 
the available budget and time, it was possible to work in the towns of Gabela, Kibala, Calulo, Waku 
Kungo, and Sumbe (see map 1 below). In each municipality (município) where the team worked, they 
were accompanied by the director of the provincial culture office and by the respective local 
administrator. 

Map 1. Administrative map of Kwanza Sul Province with municipal boundaries, 
featuring towns where 2012 fieldwork was conducted 

 
Map created by SIL using ArcGis 9. 
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1.1 Designation and location of the speech varieties 

According to a report by Dr. Menezes from a meeting regarding provincial language variants (Menezes 
2011), twelve variants are spoken in Kwanza Sul Province, representing two major languages: Kimbundu 
(with ten variants) and Umbundu (with two variants). These are listed in table 1.1 

Table 1. Kimbundu and Umbundu variants (source: Menezes 2011) 

Kimbundu Umbundu 
• Lubolo • Mbalundu 

• Kibala • Hele 

• Hebó  

• Ucela  

• Sende 
• Nsume 

 

• Mpinda  

• Ndongo  

• Mbwĩ   

• Kissama   
 

Table 2 shows the distribution of these variants within the province, based on information in the 
report given to the team by Dr. Menezes (Menezes 2011). 
  

                                                   
1 Rev. Vinte e Cinco (pers. comm.) gave a slightly different version of which variants are present and where they are 
spoken, adding one more Kimbundu variant called Haku. 
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Table 2. Distribution of linguistic variants according to administrative divisions 

Municipality 
(Município) 

Town 
(Comuna) Lu

bo
lo

 

Ki
ba

la
 

H
eb

ó 

U
ce

la
 

M
ba

lu
nd

u 

Se
nd

e 

N
su

m
e 

H
el

e 

M
pi

nd
a 

N
do

ng
o 

M
bw

ĩ 

Ki
ss

am
a 

Libolo Calulo  X            
 Munenga X            
 Cabuta X            
Kibala Kibala   X           
 Lonhi  X           
 Cariango  X           
 Ndala Kaxibu  X           
Ebo Ebo   X          
 Conde   X          
 Kassanji   X          
Cela Waku-Kungo    X X        
 Kissanga 

Kungo    X X        

 Sanga    X X        
Mussende Mussende     X X       
 São Lucas     X X       
Sumbe Sumbe       X      
 Ngangula       X      
 Ngungo     X        
Conda Conda        X     
Cassongue Cassongue     X        
 Ndumbi     X        
 Atome     X        
Huku-Seles Seles        X     
 Botera        X     
 Amboiva    X X        
Porto Amboim Porto-Amboim         X X   

Kapolo-Xoba           X X 
Kilenda Kilenda           X  
 Kirimbo           X  
Amboim Gabela           X  

Assango           X  
 

In this report, the term “Kibala-Ngoya” is used to name the group of variants whose geographic and 
linguistic centre is in the municipality of Kibala. Though many speakers of these variants find “Ngoya” to 
be offensive, it is still widely used. In this context it is the simplest way to distinguish the specific variant 
spoken within Kibala municipality from the larger group of variants, which constitutes one distinct 
language in terms of comprehension. 
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1.2 Origins of the ethnolinguistic groups 

The people of the interior who came to be known as Kibala are generally seen as of Kimbundu origin. 
Speakers of Kimbundu from what is now Malanje Province migrated to this area, found available land, 
and came in contact with speakers of Umbundu (Vinte e Cinco 1992). There are peripheral varieties of 
Kibala-Ngoya, like Lubolo, which show more influence from a larger neighbouring language such as 
Kimbundu. However, these peripheral varieties are believed to have the same origin and a common 
identity, and the results of this study show that they can be considered part of a separate Kibala-Ngoya 
language (see section 3.2). 

The historical origins of the ethnolinguistic groups along the coast of Kwanza Sul, in the 
municipalities of Porto Amboim and Sumbe, reflect the current diversity found within that strip of land. 
The Kissama-speaking people of Porto Amboim probably also came from Malanje around the same time 
the Kibala did but settled in a different area, and the changes in their speech variety over time took a 
different course. The Ndongo, also of Porto Amboim, are a small group who speak an endangered 
variant. They also have their origins in Malanje, but they may have come in a different wave of 
migration (Gabriel Vinte e Cinco, pers. comm.). The origin of the Nsume in the municipality of Sumbe is 
as yet undocumented. The Nsume also have a Kimbundu identity, but it does not appear to be as strong 
as in other groups, and their speech variety shows a great deal of influence from Umbundu. 

The origin of the Mpinda people, another coastal group found in Porto Amboim municipality, is 
heterogeneous. Their ancestors include Kissama speakers and people from the Waku Kungo area (Cela 
municipality) as well as Kisolongo speakers from Cabinda who were brought to work in the coastal areas 
of Kwanza Sul because the local people were resistant to Portuguese incursion. These people all settled in 
the Porto Amboim area and became the ancestors of the modern-day Mpinda speakers (Gabriel Vinte e 
Cinco, pers. comm.). 

1.3 Language classification 

As noted above, the variants of Kwanza Sul Province are divided into two groups depending on whether 
they are considered to be part of Kimbundu or Umbundu. The survey team further divided those 
considered to be Kimbundu variants, the focus of this survey, into the three following subgroups 
according to linguistic relatedness: 

• the coastal variants in the municipality of Porto Amboim, including Kissama, Ndongo, and 
Mpinda 

• the coastal variant Nsume, in the municipality of Sumbe 
• the variants of the interior, with their linguistic centre in the municipalities of Kibala and Ebo. 
Rev. Vinte e Cinco (pers. comm.) also divides Kwanza Sul’s Kimbundu variants into three main 

groups. Haku and Sende form an extension of a dialect chain centred on Kibala; Haku links Sende to the 
main group. Vinte e Cinco’s three groups are outlined in figure 1. 
 

• Kissama 
• Ndongo, Mpinda and Nsume 
• Kibala, Ucela, Lubolo, Mbwĩ and Hebó 

• Haku 
• Sende 

Figure 1. Alternative classification of Kimbundu variants 
(source: Gabriel Vinte e Cinco, pers. comm.) 

Note that the two schemes differ in the division of the coastal variants spoken in Porto Amboim and 
Sumbe municipalities. Rev. Vinte e Cinco separates Kissama from the others. This will have to be 
confirmed on a second fieldwork trip. The survey team decided to group Nsume separately, based on the 
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results of the dialect mapping interview with a group of Nsume elders. This can also be confirmed when 
there is an opportunity to work with speakers of Ndongo and Mpinda. 

As discussed above, the origins of the Kibala-Ngoya speakers are generally accepted as historically 
Kimbundu, though the Kibala-Ngoya speech variety can no longer truly be considered part of Kimbundu 
in a strictly linguistic sense. At the same time, neither can it be considered part of Umbundu, as though 
it had left one language and joined the other. Upon an analysis of the data presented by Angenot et al. 
(2011), one can see that the group of variants including Kibala and Hebó stands between two Bantu 
zones, Zone H and Zone R (Guthrie 1970). In linguistic terms this group really belongs to neither zone, 
or perhaps it belongs to both zones at the same time, filling a transitional space between the two.2 

According to Angenot et al. (2011), Kibala-Ngoya has certain aspects in common with Kimbundu, 
others in common with Umbundu, and others still that are unique and not shared with either group. 
There seems to be a fairly even distribution of aspects shared with one or the other group and aspects 
that are unique, based on the examples provided. This does not allow for the language to be classified as 
fully belonging to either Bantu zone. 

The unique aspects that are not shared with either Kimbundu or Umbundu raise the question of a 
possible third linguistic subgroup in this area, or at least the vestigial remains of one. Indeed, Vinte e 
Cinco (1992) reports that when the Kibala migrated from the area that is now Malanje, they did not find 
their current land unoccupied. It is not said whether the original residents spoke a language related to 
Kimbundu or Umbundu, or something else entirely. This information is most likely unknown. All the 
same, the fact that the unique nominal prefixes can mostly be derived from either Kimbundu or 
Umbundu prefixes points to the conclusion that isolation and change over time can account for these 
unique Kibala-Ngoya features, rather than the influence of a third major language group in the past. 

By the simple test of intelligibility, Kibala-Ngoya is different enough from standard Kimbundu to be 
considered a separate language. At the same time, one must not ignore its accepted historical origins in 
Kimbundu or the people’s ongoing identity as a subgroup of Kimbundu. Lubolo, a peripheral variant of 
Kibala-Ngoya, shows more Kimbundu influence than the variants found farther to the south, and thus 
seems to be a linguistic bridge between Kibala and Kissama. Indeed, Rev. José Maneco of the Assembleia 
de Deus Pentecostal de Angola (ADPA) church in Sumbe does not consider Lubolo to be a variant of 
“Ngoya” but said that it is more like Kimbundu (pers. comm.).3 Taking all this into consideration, 
Kimbundu could be designated as a macrolanguage, a larger group of languages whose speakers have a 
common identity. 

2 Goals and methodology of the research 

The goals of this research were to investigate 1) the ethnolinguistic identity of the residents of Kwanza 
Sul Province, 2) the degree of intelligibility between the linguistic variants of the province and 3) the 
linguistic classification of these variants, with a view to supporting potential language development 
plans in the area. The three main methods used in order to address the above goals were interviews, 
comprehension tests, and wordlists. 

                                                   
2 For the most part, Guthrie’s Bantu zones are geographically determined. As Kwanza Sul Province straddles the 
boundary of two geographic zones, the Guthrie classification of its variants depends on their genetic relatedness to 
either Kimbundu, an exemplar of northern Angolan languages, or Umbundu, an exemplar of southern Angolan 
languages. 
3 Rev. Maneco is a mother-tongue speaker of Mpinda, one of the Kimbundu-related coastal variants spoken in 
Kwanza Sul Province. 
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2.1 Interviews 

Where possible, the interviews were conducted with focus groups, though individual interviews were 
also used to collect background information. Group interviews with speakers of local linguistic variants 
helped to determine the relationships between those variants as well as to investigate the sociolinguistic 
situation in the area. 

In order to get an insider’s perspective on intelligibility between speech varieties, dialect mapping 
interviews were conducted with five focus groups, one each with speakers of Ucela, Mbwĩ, Kibala, 
Lubolo, and Nsume. Participants were asked to group the recognised provincial variants according to the 
perceived level of intelligibility with their mother tongue. They first grouped the speech varieties that 
they considered to be dialects of their own language and then proceeded to the varieties that they 
considered to be related but different languages. Within the first grouping, the participants ranked the 
related dialects in order of perceived similarity to their own. For each group, they categorised their 
comprehension as “full,” “high partial,” “moderate,” or “low partial.” Finally, they described how they 
normally communicate with speakers of those other varieties. The results of these dialect mapping 
exercises are shown in section 3.2.1. 

2.2 Comprehension tests 

Comprehension testing was conducted to find out whether the people in different municipalities of the 
province can clearly understand the variant spoken in the Kibala municipality. This question was 
investigated by using a Recorded Text Test-Retelling (RTT-R) comprised of a personal oral text 
contributed by a native speaker of the Kibala variant. The RTT-R methodology used in this research was 
adapted from that used to test comprehension of both spoken and signed language in Ethiopia (Jordan 
and Netzley 2012; Magnusson, Mohammed and Jordan 2013). The retelling method of comprehension 
testing tends to be very natural for most test participants regardless of culture and requires only a 
minimum of explanation. 

To facilitate the testing, the recorded text was broken into sections. The section breaks were natural 
breaks in the text noted by the researcher during the process of recording and orally translating the story 
from Kibala to Portuguese (Appendix A). The total playing time of the text was 3 minutes and 29 
seconds. 

The test administrator asked the subjects four pre-test questions and two post-test questions as 
follows: 
 

Pre-test questions: 
1. How old are you? (gender noted) 
2. Have you travelled to other parts of Kwanza Sul Province? 
3. Have you attended school? If so, to what grade? 
4. Can you speak other languages? If so, which ones? 

Post-test questions: 
5. What language did you hear in the recording? 
6. Was the story easy or difficult to understand? 

 

It was decided to not initially play each passage as a whole before replaying it section by section, 
because this procedure would result in a comprehension test that was longer than ideal. The decision 
was also based on the initial field testing of this methodology in Ethiopia, where feedback from 
participants indicated that they did not feel the need to hear the passage uninterrupted before starting 
the test (Magnusson, et al. 2013). 

After explaining the procedure to the test subject, the administrator would play each section, stop 
the playback and ask the subject to retell in his/her own words what was heard in that section. The 
retelling was done in Portuguese, since all the test subjects were sufficiently proficient in that language. 
After the subject responded, the administrator wrote down the main points of the response and later 
assigned a score to each section as follows: 
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1. No understanding (did not hear or repeat any familiar words) 
2. Low partial understanding (understood some words, but not many) 
3. High partial understanding (understood many words, but not all) 
4. Full understanding (understood the text completely) 

 

The pilot testing was conducted with six mother-tongue speakers of the Kibala variant. The 
methodology described above was also used with the pilot test subjects, and the results were reflected in 
the analysis of the comprehension testing among speakers of Mbwĩ, Lubolo, Ucela and Nsume. When 
more than three Kibala pilot test subjects were assigned a score lower than 4 (full understanding) on the 
same text section, then that section was removed from the list of scored sections for all the test subjects. 
Doing this allowed a more accurate representation of the mother-tongue Kibala speakers’ understanding 
of the text in their mother tongue, and it helped to eliminate false low scores from the other test subjects’ 
results. 

2.3 Wordlists 

Wordlists were collected using the 600-item Portuguese elicitation list that was compiled by Oliver 
Kröger (2005), who started with the list of 200 Portuguese words developed by the Núcleo de Estudos de 
Línguas Moçambicanas (NELIMO 1990). Kröger later merged this with the 600-item wordlist in Swahili 
and English that was developed in the 1970s by Wilhelm Möhlig as a result of his work with Bernd 
Heine in Kenya (Heine and Möhlig 1980). The wordlists for the current study were collected in Sumbe, 
Kibala, Calulo, and Waku Kungo. Because of time constraints on the fieldwork, only the first 229 words 
were elicited (134 in Nsume). 

Each wordlist was collected with the assistance of one or more mother-tongue speakers of the 
speech variety in question. If more than one speaker was present in order to help with the discussion and 
find the best word, only one person from the group was audio-recorded pronouncing each word. If that 
person was unable to stay and finish the entire list, a substitute was found to complete the recording. 

The wordlist transcriptions from this survey were entered into WordSurv version 6.0.2 for 
lexicostatistical comparison, which involves a comparison of lexical items by “inspection” and not a 
historical reconstruction. The wordlists were compared based on phonetic similarity, as described by 
Blair (1990). Regular sound changes were taken into account, but grammatical features such as verb 
conjugations were ignored. The researcher assigned each transcription to a group based on its degree of 
phonetic similarity to other transcriptions. The program then calculated the percent of similar lexical 
items using these assigned groups. 

3 Results and data analysis 

3.1 Ethnolinguistic identity 

There is disagreement between the different municipalities regarding the identity of the linguistic 
variants spoken in this province. According to Rev. Vinte e Cinco (pers. comm.), in the past there was a 
much wider area where the accepted name for the language was “Kibala”. At some point this identity 
started to splinter, and now it seems to vary according to the municipality. Only the municipality of 
Kibala designates the local variant as “Kibala” anymore. 
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For example, some speakers of the Kibala-related variant Ucela in the Waku Kungo area have 
recently started calling their variant “Imbundu.”4 Apparently this name was unknown in the past, and 
even the term Ucela was not necessarily used, since it was known as a Kibala area. 

Another example of this controversy is found in the municipality of Mussende, where the variant 
Sende is spoken. During the meetings regarding the province’s national languages (as reported in 
Menezes 2011), Mussende was the only municipality where they insisted on using the name “Goia” 
(Ngoya) to designate the local variant. Most others seemed to find the term offensive. 

The story about the origin of this name was retold to the research team many times during the 
fieldwork trip. Two chieftains, one of Kibala and the other of Mbalundu (Umbundu), had a disagreement. 
The Mbalundu chieftain kidnapped a female relative of the Kibala chieftain. In retaliation for this, the 
Kibala chieftain ordered all of his people to refuse hospitality to any Mbalundu traveller passing through 
their territory. The Mbalundu people began to call the Kibala Ngoya, which denotes a glutton, miser or 
greedy person (in Portuguese, comilão or guloso). 

Considering the ongoing splintering of identity shown by the insistence of other municipalities on 
language names other than “Kibala,” it is interesting to note that the residents of Kwanza Sul do not 
argue against their variants being classified as either Kimbundu or Umbundu. As strong as the “Kibala” 
identity is among the political leaders and intellectuals of the area, they seem to accept readily that 
Kibala is a dialect of Kimbundu, and that the local variant Hele is a dialect of Umbundu. In this sense, 
their identity can be described as a sub-identity, though it is not entirely clear whether the people 
recognise membership in these two macrolanguages or if the idea was imposed from outside.5 

Regarding the name of the language characterised by Kibala, there remains quite a bit of 
controversy. Nearly everyone seems to agree that in the past “Ngoya” was a derogatory term, as 
explained above. Now it is accepted by many as being the name of the ethnolinguistic group. However, 
during the 2012 fieldwork only members of the interview group in Waku Kungo (many of them, though 
not all) applied the term to their ethnolinguistic group. A couple of them even defended its origin, saying 
it was not pejorative. 

This attitude may have something to do with the fact that the language name used on the radio 
broadcast is “Ngoya”. Apparently everyone had agreed earlier at a conference that the language should 
not be called by that name. Nevertheless, the term was widely publicised and popularised after radio 
announcers were selected for a broadcast in this language.6 These announcers used the name “Ngoya” to 
refer to their language (Dr. Menezes and Rev. Vinte e Cinco, pers. comm.). Since that time, some people 
have been trying to get the name officially changed, but no one has yet succeeded in doing so. 

Exactly what the language should be called if not “Ngoya” remains a point of contention as well. 
“Kibala” has been put forth as the traditional name of this group, having historical significance because 
of the Kingdom of Kibala established in this area in the late 1600s. However, the identity of the people 
whose ancestors made up the population of this kingdom has further fragmented to the point where 
“Kibala” is considered by many to designate only the specific variant found within the municipality of 
Kibala.7 

                                                   
4 The church leaders interviewed in Kibala said that the word “Imbundu” is a derogatory name that the Kibala 
people use to refer to the Ovimbundu (Umbundu speakers). The group interviewees in Waku Kungo said that the 
word means “black” and refers to the racial identity of any black African in the area, regardless of specific 
ethnolinguistic group. 
5 This is very different from the situation in Cabinda, where the designation of “Kongo” is absolutely rejected by 
speakers of “Ibinda.” 
6 There are three radio announcers for the Ngoya broadcast, two from Ebo municipality and one from Cela (Dr. 
Menezes, pers. comm.). 
7 This is based on the assumption that there was a common Kibala identity in the past that has changed over the 
years, an assertion made by Gabriel Vinte e Cinco (pers. comm.). 
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Another suggestion that has been made for a common name is Kimbundu de Kwanza Sul. The 
problem with this name is that within the province there are other linguistically distinct variants whose 
speakers also have a Kimbundu identity. In reality there are at least three separate languages that could 
be labelled Kimbundu de Kwanza Sul (Kibala-Ngoya, Nsume, and Ndongo-Mpinda). According to 
Angenot et al. (2011), it was decided at a conference that the language is best designated as “Kibala.” 
This is also the solution supported by the ILN. It does seem to be the most reasonable and historically 
valid choice, though not without opposition from those outside of Kibala municipality. 

More than one person voiced at different points that those who want to identify themselves as 
“Ngoya” should feel free to do so, but they should not try to apply this label to everyone else. This seems 
a wise approach, as indeed there are many who still find the term “Ngoya” deeply offensive. 

3.2 Intergroup comprehension 

As discussed in section 1.3 above, Kibala-Ngoya is different enough from standard Kimbundu to be 
considered a separate language. Kimbundu speakers from Kwanza Norte and Malanje cannot understand 
much of it, nor can Kibala-Ngoya speakers understand standard Kimbundu well unless they have learned 
it. There are peripheral variants of Kibala-Ngoya which show more influence from either Kimbundu or 
Umbundu. However, their speakers still recognise the same origin and have a common sub-identity, and 
can therefore be considered speakers of a separate Kibala-Ngoya language. 

The group interviewees in Kibala, including local government functionaries and sobas (chiefs), 
expressed the viewpoint that the Kibala variant is the one that is most widely understood in the 
municipalities of the province. Analysis of the comprehension test results (section 3.2.2) indicates that 
most speakers of the Lubolo and Ucela variants understand Kibala without much difficulty, but the 
Nsume speakers demonstrated limited comprehension of the text. These test results confirm what the 
speakers themselves reported. The analysis of the dialect mapping interviews (section 3.2.1) reveals 
more about the comprehension level between the other variants of the province, according to the 
perception of native speakers. 

The Kibala variant does feature prominently in the reported comprehension levels of those who 
speak the region’s more peripheral variants. In Gabela, capital of Amboim municipality, the survey team 
was told that the local people understand Hebó and Kibala. According to the Lubolo-speaking group 
interviewees in Calulo, they find Kibala, Kissama, and Hebó easiest to understand, in that order. 
Apparently speakers of Sende (the most peripheral variant linked to Kibala) can understand Kibala, but 
Kibala speakers cannot understand Sende as easily. 

The contributor of the Kibala text, a mother-tongue speaker of Kibala living in Sumbe, said that the 
local speech varieties of which he is aware can be grouped into two categories according to 
comprehension. The varieties intelligible to a Kibala speaker include the following: Lubolo, Sende, Ucela, 
Mbwĩ, and Hebó. Those that are unintelligible include Nsume and Ndongo. 

As indicated by the text contributor’s report and the comprehension testing conducted in Sumbe, 
the coastal speech varieties are somewhat separate from those of the interior. Rev. José Maneco, a 
mother-tongue speaker of Mpinda, said that speakers of Mpinda can understand about 40% of “Ngoya,” 
and speakers of Nsume can understand only about 10%. Regarding the Ndongo people, he reported that 
they speak a variant less than 50% intelligible with Kibala and its close relatives. Rev. Vinte e Cinco also 
considers Ndongo to be linguistically distinct from Kibala. However, many interviewees in the interior 
grouped Ndongo with Kibala and its related variants. One of the group interviewees in Waku Kungo even 
related an experience he had with Ndongo speakers on the coast and claimed that there was up to 70% 
intelligibility with Ucela. 

3.2.1 Dialect mapping interview 

The research team conducted dialect mapping interviews with focus groups in each of the five main 
towns visited. The participants grouped the provincial variants according to whether they perceived 
them to be dialects of their mother tongue or different languages entirely. The first few variants were 
ranked by linguistic similarity to the participants’ own speech variety, which stands first on each list. 
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The variants perceived as being different languages were further divided into those that are similar to 
the mother tongue of the participants and those that are very different. As well as defining these groups, 
the participants categorised each variant according to their perceived level of comprehension and the 
manner in which they communicate with speakers of that variant. The results of these interviews are 
displayed in the following series of tables. 

As can be seen from table 3 below, the Waku Kungo interviewees gave quite a narrow definition of 
their own language, listing only three variants that they are able to comprehend fully. They can make 
themselves understood when speaking their mother tongue with those who speak different but similar 
languages, but their comprehension is only partial. It is interesting to note that both Kissama and Haku 
were listed as very different, whereas interviewees in some other nearby areas classified those variants as 
being closely related to their own. 

Table 3. Dialect mapping exercise with Ucela speakers in Waku Kungo town 

 Variety Comprehension Communication 
Dialects of the same 
language (ranked by 
linguistic similarity) 

Ucela full each speaks own variety 
Hebó full each speaks own variety 
Kibala full each speaks own variety 

Different but similar 
languages (in no 
particular order) 

Lubolo high partial each speaks own variety 
Mbwĩ high partial each speaks own variety 
Sende high partial each speaks own variety 
Ndongo high partial each speaks own variety 

Very different 
languages 
(in no particular 
order) 

Kissama low partial each speaks different variety 
Haku low partial each speaks different variety 
Mpinda low partial each speaks different variety 
Mbalundu low partial each speaks different variety 
Nsume  low partial each speaks different variety 
Hele low partial each speaks different variety 

 

The Gabela interviewees (table 4) gave a slightly broader definition of their language, adding their 
own variant of Mbwĩ to the three listed by the Waku Kungo interviewees. On the other hand, for them 
there is a much sharper division between dialects of their own language and other related languages. 
They have only low partial comprehension of all other variants and are unable to use Mbwĩ to 
communicate with speakers of these other languages. They consider Haku to be a very different language 
from their own, as do the Waku Kungo interviewees. 
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Table 4. Dialect mapping exercise with Mbwĩ speakers in Gabela town 

 Variety Comprehension Communication 
Dialects of the same 
language (ranked by 
linguistic similarity) 

Mbwĩ full each speaks own variety 
Hebó full each speaks own variety 
Kibala full each speaks own variety 
Ucela full each speaks own variety 

Different but similar 
languages (in no 
particular order) 

Kissama low partial each speaks different variety 
Mbalundu low partial each speaks different variety 
Sende low partial each speaks different variety 
Hele low partial each speaks different variety 
Lubolo low partial each speaks different variety 

Very different languages 
(in no particular order) 

Haku low partial each speaks different variety 
Mpinda low partial each speaks different variety 
Nsume low partial each speaks different variety 
Ndongo low partial each speaks different variety 

 

With the Kibala interviewees (table 5), the circle widens to include Lubolo in the list of dialects 
comprising their mother tongue, along with the four included by the Gabela interviewees. Like the Waku 
Kungo interviewees, they can speak in their mother tongue to speakers of different but similar languages, 
with high partial comprehension in these cases. The only variant for which they claimed low partial 
comprehension is Nsume. 

Table 5. Dialect mapping exercise with Kibala speakers in Kibala town 

 Variety Comprehension Communication 
Dialects of the same 
language (ranked by 
linguistic similarity) 

Kibala full each speaks own variety 
Hebó full each speaks own variety 
Ucela full each speaks own variety 

Dialects of the same 
language (in no 
particular order) 

Lubolo full each speaks own variety 
Mbwĩ full each speaks own variety 

Different but similar 
languages (in no 
particular order) 

Sende high partial each speaks own variety 
Ndongo high partial each speaks own variety 
Kissama high partial each speaks own variety 
Haku high partial each speaks own variety 

Very different languages 
(in no particular order) 

Mpinda moderate each speaks different variety 
Mbalundu moderate each speaks different variety 
Hele moderate each speaks different variety 
Nsume low partial each speaks different variety 

 

Of all the focus groups interviewed, the Calulo interviewees (table 6) had the broadest definition of 
their mother tongue, including both Kissama and Haku in addition to all the dialects listed by the Kibala 
interviewees. As for the Gabela interviewees, there is a sharp division between dialects of their own 
language and different languages. Either they have full comprehension and use their own variant to 
communicate, or they have low partial comprehension and need to switch to another language to 
communicate. 
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Table 6. Dialect mapping exercise with Lubolo speakers in Calulo town 

 Variety Comprehension Communication 
Dialects of the same 
language (ranked by 
linguistic similarity) 

Lubolo full each speaks own variety 
Kibala full each speaks own variety 
Kissama full each speaks own variety 

Dialects of the same 
language (in no 
particular order) 

Ucela full each speaks own variety 
Hebó full each speaks own variety 
Mbwĩ full each speaks own variety 
Haku full each speaks own variety 

Different languages (in 
no particular order) 
 

Hele low partial each speaks different variety 
Sende low partial each speaks different variety 
Mbalundu low partial each speaks different variety 
Nsume low partial each speaks different variety 
Ndongo low partial each speaks different variety 
Mpinda low partial each speaks different variety 

 

Finally, as can be seen from table 7 below and the results of the other interviews already discussed, 
Nsume is a completely separate language from the Kibala-Ngoya cluster. The Sumbe interviewees were 
not familiar enough with the core varieties of Kibala-Ngoya to include them in their categorisation; the 
only variant closely related to Kibala-Ngoya that they listed is Kissama, and that is classified as a 
language very different from Nsume. The interviewees in all other areas listed Nsume as a very different 
language for which they have low partial comprehension. The Nsume speakers are unique in that they 
claim high partial comprehension of Mbalundu, Mpinda and Ndongo, yet still do not use Nsume to 
communicate with speakers of those variants. 

Table 7. Dialect mapping exercise with Nsume speakers in Sumbe town 

 Variety Comprehension Communication 
Dialect of the same 
language 

Nsume full each speaks own variety 

Different but similar 
languages (ranked by 
linguistic similarity) 

Mbalundu high partial each speaks different variety 
Mpinda, Ndongo high partial each speaks different variety 

Very different languages 
(in no particular order) 

Kissama moderate each speaks different variety 
Hele low partial each speaks different variety 

 

Figure 2 below visually represents the interview data from the Kibala-Ngoya cluster, showing how 
central or peripheral each variant is to the cluster. Here we can see clearly that Kibala, Hebó and Ucela 
are the core variants, included by all focus groups (except for the group of Nsume speakers) as being 
dialects of their mother tongue. Mbwĩ, included by all but the Waku Kungo interviewees, lies just outside 
this core group. Lubolo can still be considered part of the cluster, having been included by Lubolo 
speakers themselves and by the Kibala interviewees. However, it is the most peripheral variety, as is 
confirmed by the comprehension testing and wordlist results discussed below. According to the interview 
data, Kissama and Haku can likely be considered languages separate from Kibala-Ngoya, with Lubolo 
forming a bridge between them and the more central varieties. This will need to be confirmed by future 
research. 
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Figure 2. Diagram of Kibala-Ngoya cluster and closely related variants. 

It stands to reason that the best choice for a central, standard dialect in this cluster would be one of 
the three core varieties. The only one that every interview group (except for the Nsume speakers) ranked 
in the top three according to linguistic similarity was Kibala. Neither Hebó nor Ucela was ranked in the 
top three by the Lubolo speakers, so it appears that Kibala would be the most natural standard for 
language development purposes, at least if Lubolo is to be included in the cluster. 

3.2.2 Recorded Text Test (RTT) 

The RTT allowed for an external assessment of comprehension levels of Kibala to compare to the self-
reported levels obtained during the dialect mapping exercises and the third person reports of 
intelligibility between variants. In addition, it gave some insight into language attitudes through 
responses to the post-RTT questions, which will be discussed later in this section. 

The Kibala text provided the means to experimentally test the assertion of interviewees in Gabela, 
Calulo, and Waku Kungo that they have full comprehension of the Kibala variant. The topic of the text 
was a personal story from the contributor’s childhood and so should not be familiar to the majority of 
listeners, lessening the possibility of artificially high scores in the results. 

Table 8 below shows the results for the six pilot test subjects, all mother-tongue speakers of the 
Kibala variant. As can be seen in the final two columns of the table, the mode for every pilot test subject 
was 4 (full comprehension), and only KIB2 had a median level of 3 (high partial comprehension).8 Test 
subjects KIB1 and KIB6 demonstrated full comprehension of the whole text. The fifth section (KMB5) 
posed a problem for many, with four of six subjects displaying less than full comprehension, three of 
those with low partial comprehension. As a result, this section was removed from the list of scored 
sections for all the test subjects. Besides that, the overall comprehension was high, as would be expected 
                                                   
8 The comprehension levels presented here resulted from a qualitative assessment of performance on each section of 
the RTT rather than a quantitative scoring method. As such, the data are ordinal instead of interval and cannot be 
analysed by calculating an arithmetic mean (average). Median and mode were therefore used as measures of central 
tendency to describe the overall comprehension level of each subject and the overall difficulty level of each section. 
The total is also included as a way of comparing test subjects and text sections more precisely. 
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from mother-tongue speakers of the test variant. The results were also quite consistent, with an 
acceptable total range of 29–36 across all test subjects (see third-from-last column of table 8). 

Table 8. Comprehension levels of Kibala speakers tested in Kibala town 

 KMB1 KMB2 KMB3 KMB4 KMB5 KMB6 KMB7 KMB8 KMB9 KMB10 Total Median Mode 

KIB1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 36 4 4 

KIB2 4 3 4 4 2 2 3 3 4 2 29 3 4 

KIB3 3 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 35 4 4 

KIB4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 34 4 4 

KIB5 3 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 35 4 4 

KIB6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 36 4 4 

Total 22 23 24 24 17 22 23 22 24 21    

Median 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4    

Mode 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4    
 

Table 9 below presents the results for the two test subjects in Gabela over the 10 sections of this 
text. Both the median and mode were 3 (high partial comprehension) for subject MBW1 and 4 (full 
comprehension) for subject MBW2. Though neither subject understood the whole text completely, the 
elimination of the problematic section, KMB5, left only scores of 3 or 4. These results are fairly 
consistent, with a small total range of 31–34. The sample size of two is insufficient; the optimal sample 
size for an RTT is generally accepted to be ten subjects. However, the limited data does give an initial 
indication that overall comprehension is fairly high. 

Table 9. Comprehension levels of Mbwĩ speakers tested in Gabela town 

 KMB1 KMB2 KMB3 KMB4 KMB5 KMB6 KMB7 KMB8 KMB9 KMB10 Total Median Mode 

MBW1 3 3 3 4 2 4 3 3 4 4 31 3 3 

MBW2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 34 4 4 

Total 7 7 7 8 6 8 7 7 7 7    

Median 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4    

Mode NA NA NA 4 NA 4 NA NA NA NA    
 

Table 10 below presents the results for the nine Lubolo speakers tested in Calulo town. Both the 
median and mode were 4 for all but three test subjects, one of whom had a low mode of 2. There is no 
obvious explanation for their lower scores in the background of these test subjects (see Appendix B). 
None of the subjects showed full comprehension of the whole text. In spite of the apparently high overall 
comprehension, there were a number of sections scored at low partial comprehension, and a few of these 
even occurred among subjects having a median and mode of 4. The results were rather inconsistent for 
this group of subjects, with a relatively high total range of 24–35 across all test subjects. Though as in 
other locations the time constraints did not allow the team to test a full sample of ten subjects, the nine 
Calulo subjects comprised the largest sample in this study, providing somewhat more assurance that 
their comprehension of Kibala is adequate. 
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Table 10. Comprehension levels of Lubolo speakers tested in Calulo town 

 KMB1 KMB2 KMB3 KMB4 KMB5 KMB6 KMB7 KMB8 KMB9 KMB10 Total Median Mode 

LUB1 4 4 4 4 2 3 4 4 4 4 35 4 4 

LUB2 4 4 2 4 2 4 4 3 4 4 33 4 4 

LUB3 4 3 3 4 2 4 3 4 4 4 33 4 4 

LUB4 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 34 4 4 

LUB5 4 4 3 4 2 4 3 3 4 4 33 4 4 

LUB6 3 2 2 2 4 3 4 3 4 2 25 3 2 

LUB7 3 3 4 3 2 1 3 2 2 3 24 3 3 

LUB8 4 2 4 4 2 2 3 3 4 4 30 4 4 

LUB9 3 2 2 3 2 3 4 3 2 2 24 3 3 

Total 32 28 27 32 21 28 32 29 32 31    

Median 4 3 3 4 2 3 4 3 4 4    

Mode 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 3 4 4    
 

The results for the eight Ucela speakers tested in Waku Kungo town are presented in table 11 below. 
Both the median and mode were 4 for all but UCE7, who had a median of 3. None of the subjects 
showed full comprehension of the whole text, but the overall comprehension was quite high. The results 
were also consistent, with a low total range of 29–35 across all test subjects. 

Table 11. Comprehension levels of Ucela speakers tested in Waku Kungo town 

 KMB1 KMB2 KMB3 KMB4 KMB5 KMB6 KMB7 KMB8 KMB9 KMB10 Total Median Mode 

UCE1 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 33 4 4 

UCE2 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 35 4 4 

UCE3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 34 4 4 

UCE4 4 3 3 4 2 4 3 4 4 4 33 4 4 

UCE5 4 4 3 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 33 4 4 

UCE6 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 35 4 4 

UCE7 4 2 3 4 2 4 3 2 4 3 29 3 4 

UCE8 4 3 3 4 3 2 4 3 4 4 31 4 4 

Total 32 26 26 31 22 27 30 28 32 31    

Median 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 4    

Mode 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 4    
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Table 12 below presents the results for the seven Nsume speakers who were tested over the last six 
sections of the text. In order to make the best use of the participants’ limited time, the test was shortened 
by omitting the first four sections. These were taken out because they introduce basic background 
information about the text contributor and have little impact on the story that follows (see Appendix A). 
In sharp contrast to the preceding groups of test subjects, both the median and mode were a low 2 for all 
the Sumbe subjects except NSU6, who achieved a median and mode of 3. None of the test subjects 
showed full comprehension of the whole text, and two of them scored no higher than 2 on any of the 
sections. This low overall comprehension was accompanied by quite consistent results, with an 
acceptable total range of 10–14 across all test subjects for the five sections that were scored. 

It must be noted that three of the seven Sumbe test subjects were not mother-tongue speakers of 
Nsume. Subjects NSU2 and NSU4 were mother-tongue speakers of Umbundu, while NSU3 was a mother-
tongue speaker of Ndongo. However, they were all sobas from the municipality of Sumbe who had lived 
and worked in Nsume areas for many years, and their scores were in line with those of the other test 
subjects. 

Table 12. Comprehension levels of Nsume speakers tested in Sumbe town 

 KMB5 KMB6 KMB7 KMB8 KMB9 KMB10 Total Median Mode 

NSU1 2 2 2 4 4 2 14 2 2 

NSU2 1 2 2 3 2 2 11 2 2 

NSU3 4 2 2 4 3 2 13 2 2 

NSU4 1 1 3 4 2 2 12 2 2 

NSU5 1 2 2 2 2 2 10 2 2 

NSU6 2 2 3 3 3 2 13 3 3 

NSU7 2 2 2 2 2 2 10 2 2 

Total 13 13 16 22 18 14    

Median 2 2 2 3 2 2    

Mode 2 2 2 4 2 2    
 

Figure 3 gives a visual presentation of the data in the preceding matrices. For the results of testing 
at each location, a tally was first made of the number of times each comprehension level was assigned. 
Then this sum was divided by the total number of sections played during testing at that location (number 
of test subjects X number of scored text sections) to obtain an overall percentage of text sections assessed 
at each comprehension level. 
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Figure 3. Overall percentages of text sections assessed at each comprehension level. 

As can be seen from figure 3 above, the percentages for the Kibala, Ucela and Lubolo test subjects 
increase steadily from level 1 (no comprehension) through level 4 (full comprehension). The percentages 
for the Mbwĩ speakers rise with increasing comprehension level as well, but they had no sections rated at 
either level 1 (no comprehension) or 2 (low partial comprehension). Meanwhile, the percentages for the 
Nsume speakers show a peak at level 2, tapering off to lower percentages at either end of the scale. The 
distribution of comprehension levels indicates that Kibala is easiest for Ucela speakers to understand 
followed by Mbwĩ speakers and then Lubolo speakers, as predicted by the diagram of the interview 
results (figure 2). Figure 3 also shows that there is a definite difference between the text comprehension 
of the Lubolo speakers and that of the Nsume speakers, providing more support for the conclusion that 
these populations speak two different languages. 

The post-RTT feedback (see Appendix B) shows that most test subjects identified the text variant 
correctly as Kibala, and most of them (even six out of seven of the Nsume speakers) also said it was easy 
to understand. It is interesting to note the cases in which the subject misidentified the text variant. One 
of the pilot test subjects in Kibala said it was “Kimbundu do Ebo,” and two of the Ucela speakers also 
identified it as the Hebó variant, indicating that Kibala and Hebó must be very close indeed. On the 
other hand, one Lubolo speaker and one Ucela speaker each thought that the text was in their own 
variant, lending more support to the idea that Kibala, Hebó, Ucela, and Lubolo are all dialects of the 
same language. 

Even if the Nsume speakers had a low partial comprehension of the text, they seemed to be aware of 
the central variants of Kibala-Ngoya and were able to recognise the text variant as one of these. They 
identified it as being Kibala, Hebó, Ucela, or Mbwĩ. 

3.3 Lexicostatistics 

A more in-depth analysis of the lexical data (Appendix C) collected during the recent fieldwork should 
help to clarify the linguistic classification of the Kibala-Ngoya group of variants as well as that of Nsume. 
Results of the initial lexicostatistical analysis are presented below in figure 4. The average percentage of 
shared lexical items (shown in bold type in figure 4) was also calculated for each speech variety. 
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Lubolo 
47% 

64% Kibala 
51% 

58% 69% Ucela 
56% 

19% 20% 42% Nsume 
27% 

Figure 4. Chart of lexical similarity percentages for the Kwanza Sul wordlists. 

The above data may not give the clearest picture of the lexical relationships between these speech 
varieties. Because of time limitations, the wordlists were not double-checked with other language 
helpers. There are probably cases where the speech variety in question has a cognate but the contributor 
gave a non-cognate synonym, thereby lowering the lexical similarity. In addition, the method of 
checking for lexical similarity according to a certain degree of phonetic similarity could have missed 
some cognates that have undergone more extreme sound changes. For these reasons, the percentages of 
similarity could actually be higher than reported in figure 4. Nevertheless, the lexicostatistical 
comparisons are a useful measure of relative similarity between the lexicons, and some general 
observations can be made so far. 

At a threshold of greater than 50% lexical similarity, the only possible grouping of more than two of 
these variants would be comprised of Lubolo, Kibala and Ucela. This reinforces the results of both the 
comprehension tests and the dialect mapping interviews, according to which the speakers of these three 
variants share a common identity and can communicate in their mother tongue without switching to 
Portuguese. It also makes sense that Kibala shows greater lexical similarity to Ucela than it does to 
Lubolo (though the five percent difference may not be statistically significant). According to the Kibala 
group interviewees (see table 5 above), Ucela is easier for them to understand than Lubolo. 

In order to group Nsume with more than one other variant, the threshold must be set at a very low 
20% lexical similarity. Even taking into consideration the possibility that non-cognate synonyms are 
lowering the lexical similarity percentages in this study, Nsume is clearly a language distinct from the 
other three variants. Its highest percentage of lexical similarity is a low 42% with Ucela, well below the 
58% that Lubolo shares with Ucela. 

Looking at the average percentage of shared lexical items across all four variants, it can be seen that 
Ucela has the highest mean at 56% and Nsume the lowest at 27%. This emphasises Nsume’s status as 
being distinct from the others as well as Ucela’s role as the link between Kibala-Ngoya (characterised by 
Lubolo, Kibala, and Ucela) and Nsume. The average percentage of lexical items shared between only the 
first three variants represented here would point to Kibala (67%) as the most central variant of Kibala-
Ngoya, an expected result in light of its geographic centrality. 

3.4 Language contact and change in Angola 

Despite the sociolinguistic differences, the situation encountered in Kwanza Sul can be compared in some 
ways to that found in Namibe Province in the south of Angola, particularly Camucuio municipality (see 
Jordan 2012). The speech varieties found in Camucuio belong to two different subgroups of the same 
Guthrie zone, so the area is not a “collision zone” like Kwanza Sul. It still had a similar history in that it 
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served as a vacuum of sorts to pull in waves of migration, resulting in close contact between two 
different linguistic groups. 

Some of the varieties found in the Camucuio area, particularly OluCilenge and OluKwandu, show 
signs of mixture between Nyaneka and Herero. They still remain more or less identifiable as belonging to 
one group or the other, OluKwandu being the variety that poses the most problems for clear 
classification (Jordan 2012). It must be remembered that much of the migration into the Camucuio area 
was fairly recent when compared to the Kibala migration from Malanje, which probably occurred in the 
late 1600s (Vinte e Cinco 1992). We cannot predict how the Camucuio speech varieties might change in 
another 300–400 years, but there is a good chance that the mixing would continue and that perhaps 
even the noun class prefixes would show the same hybridised nature now seen in Kibala-Ngoya. 

3.5 Language vitality/endangerment 

According to Rev. Vinte e Cinco (pers. comm.), the variants that are still spoken by the young of the 
communities include the following: Kibala, Hebó, Ucela, and Kissama. The ones he pointed out as being 
endangered are the following: Lubolo, Nsume, Mpinda, Ndongo, Mbwĩ, and Sende. He did not give any 
information about the Umbundu variant Hele, nor about the Kimbundu variant Haku. 

The Kimbundu variant of Sende is under strong influence from the neighbouring Umbundu variant 
of Mbalundu. The municipality of Mussende, where Sende is spoken, borders on the province of Bié, 
where Umbundu is spoken. Because of this, Sende is highly endangered and will likely cease to be 
spoken in another 10–15 years (Gabriel Vinte e Cinco, pers. comm.). 

In Kibala, the survey team visited the Assembleia de Deus Pentecostal de Angola (ADPA) church and 
spoke with the leaders of that congregation, who explained the functions of the vernacular within the 
church setting. Probably the most interesting and surprising results to come from this interview were the 
comments made about language vitality in the area. One of the church leaders insisted that the 
traditional greetings in the mother tongue were being replaced by Portuguese greetings, even among the 
elder members of society in the villages. However, this was a matter of some debate, as the other leaders 
did not necessarily agree with him. They did seem to be in agreement that the mother tongue was 
endangered among the younger generation, even in the villages.9 

This information conflicts with reports received from Rev. Vinte e Cinco, the Kibala group 
interviewees and others of strong language vitality in the villages of this municipality. It must be noted 
that even these other interviewees who were certain of the language’s vitality mentioned that the 
language itself was changing under the influence of Portuguese. Loans such as greetings and numbers as 
well as simplification of grammar have been reported. This does not necessarily signify that the language 
is in imminent danger of dying out, though it does indicate a high level of contact that often corresponds 
with language endangerment. 

Another interesting observation the church leaders made is that their congregations are caught in an 
awkward phase, with a dramatic difference between the generations regarding language preference. 
With youth and elders present in the same worship service, it is difficult to reach both groups. If they use 
Portuguese, many of the older members will not understand well, but they will reach the youth. If they 
use Kibala, the older members will understand, but the youth may not. Even the youth who understand 
Kibala feel much more comfortable with Portuguese. 

                                                   
9 These observations are of course from a mixture of situations over a wide area, including both urban and rural 
congregations within the scope of these leaders’ responsibility. However, the pastors were asked repeatedly about 
the villages to confirm that their comments about language endangerment could be applied to the rural areas as 
well. 
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4 Conclusions and recommendations 

Based on the data available so far, it appears that Kwanza Sul Province contains as many as five separate 
languages, in terms of comprehension and identity. 
1. Kibala-Ngoya: the heartland of this language is found in the municipalities of Ebo, Kibala, and Cela. 

More peripheral dialects include Mbwĩ (in Amboim municipality), Lubolo (in Libolo municipality), 
and possibly Haku and Sende (both in Mussende municipality). 

2. Hele: this is apparently a unique variant of Umbundu found in Conda and Huku-Seles 
municipalities. It is assumed to be distinct from the Mbalundu dialect of Umbundu, though no 
intelligibility data exists. 

3. Nsume: spoken in Sumbe municipality, this language appears to be distinct from other coastal 
variants farther north in the province. 

4. Ndongo-Mpinda: these coastal variants are spoken in the municipality of Porto Amboim and are 
distinct from Nsume. Kissama is reputedly the “mother language” of these two variants, but it is 
highly likely that they have evolved into languages distinct from Kissama in terms of intelligibility. 
The degree of intelligibility between Ndongo and Mpinda is still unknown. 

5. Kissama: This variant is assumed to be a distinct language based on second-hand reports from 
speakers of other variants. The majority of Kissama speakers live in Bengo Province, though there 
are some in the Porto Amboim municipality of Kwanza Sul Province. 

 

The following data are still lacking: 
• Sociolinguistic information about the vitality of the provincial variants 
• Documentation of the variants of Mussende municipality (Sende, Haku) 
• Documentation of the variants of Porto Amboim municipality (Mpinda, Ndongo) 
• Documentation of the provincial variants of Umbundu (Hele, Mbalundu) 

 

As can be seen from the list above, there are quite a few things that still need to be checked, one of 
which is language vitality. The survey team originally set out with a dialect survey approach but 
encountered reports of quite widespread language endangerment, with even the vitality of Kibala-Ngoya 
being questioned. This issue should be addressed during any future data gathering trip to Porto Amboim, 
Mussende, and the municipalities where Hele is spoken. The municipalities already covered during the 
first trip do not necessarily have to be revisited to gather this data; however, the language vitality 
question should be kept in mind during any future planning for language development. 

It was not possible to reach the municipality of Mussende during the limited time available for this 
trip, as it is very remote. This must be a priority for the second trip. Haku is said to be a linking variety 
between Kibala and Sende, and Sende speakers reportedly understand Kibala (Gabriel Vinte e Cinco, 
pers. comm.). Kibala speakers’ comprehension of Sende is not supposed to be as high, though the Kibala 
group interviewees claimed high partial (>50%) comprehension of Sende and stated that they do not 
need to switch to Portuguese in order to communicate with Sende speakers (see table 5). 

The coastal variants of Porto Amboim municipality must be another priority for further research in 
the province. Ndongo and Mpinda may or may not be intelligible with each other and with Kissama. 
They are apparently distinct from Kibala-Ngoya, though the Kibala and Cela group interviewees claimed 
high partial comprehension of Ndongo (see tables 5 and 3). The group interviewees in Sumbe recognise 
both Ndongo and Mpinda as being closely related with >50% comprehension, though these variants are 
still different enough that they need to use Portuguese to communicate with speakers of either one (see 
table 7). 

Finally, it is yet to be determined how the local Umbundu variant of Hele and the larger Umbundu 
dialect of Mbalundu fit into the linguistic picture of Kwanza Sul Province. This will be especially 
interesting in light of the greater Umbundu influence found in the Nsume variant. Once this is 
documented, it will be possible to see more clearly how to classify the many variants found in this 
fascinating linguistic “collision zone.”
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Appendix A: Kibala text 

KMB1 
 

3:29 O meu nome é Gregório Augusto Travasso. 
 

3:25 O meu nome de Nascimento é Ndala. 
 

KMB2 
 

3:08 Nasci no 25 de Maio de 1957. 
 

3:02 Nasci na aldeia Mbanze Muxinji 
 

2:56 que faz parte do município de Kibala 
 

2:51 da Província do Kwanza Sul 
 

2:48 da República de Angola. 
 

KMB3 
 

2:42 No ano de 
 

2:27 1966 
 

2:19 meu pai levou-me à escola sob tutela do Professor Santiago. 
 

KMB4 
 

2:09 Trabalhava na aldeia de Balaia, município do Ebo, 
 

2:05 aqui mesmo na Província do Kwanza Sul. 
 

KMB5 
 

1:49 O meu professor me tinha instruído que se alguém falasse para mim em Kimbundu eu devia 
 apenas responder em Português, para criar neles a impressão que eu era um rapaz informado 
 que já não sabia mais falar Kimbundu. 
 

KMB6 
 

1:34 E então quando alguém falasse para mim eu escutaria e respondia em Português. As pessoas 
 elogiavam os meus pais porque eu já não sabia falar Kimbundu. 
 

KMB7 
 

1:29 Fiz apenas um ano na mesma escola. 
 

1:11 Saí de lá. No ano de 1968 
 

1:07 é quando fui à escola mesmo na sede do município de Kibala. 
 

KMB8 
 

1:00 Aconteceu algo que falar hoje faz rir. 
 

0:55 Um certo dia estávamos a brincar no pátio da escola. 
 

0:47 Vieram umas mamas da minha aldeia, viram-me e vieram cumprimentar-me. 
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KMB9 
 

0:38 Estivemos a conversar em Kimbundu, e os meus colegas, filhos de brancos com que eu estava a 
 brincar, 
 

0:35 perguntaram-me exclamando: 
 

0:27 Afinal tu sabes falar a língua dessas negras? 
 

KMB10 
 

0:15 Eu olhei para eles, ri um pouco e perguntei-lhes: vocês não estavam a ver que eu também sou 
 negro? 
 

0:00 E essa conversa terminou por aí e continuamos a jogar futebol. 
 

(Text and translation by Gregório Augusto Travasso, transcription by Isata João Manuel) 
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Appendix B: RTT pre- and post-test questions 
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Appendix C: Wordlists 

# Portuguese gloss Lubolo Kibala Ucela Nsume 

1 corpo ɔluitu litʰu\luitʰu timba timba 

2 cabeça ɔmundue mundue unduɛ utuɛ 

3 cérebro ouɔŋgo uɔho uɔhɔ uɔŋgɔ 

4 cabelo okisukulu kisuku isami kindɛmba 

5 testa opʰɔlɔ kipala opala mbɔmbɔ 

6 cara, face opʰɔlɔ kipala ipala   

7 bochecha lutama lutʰama lutʰama itama 

8 maxilar luanzu kinzuanzua lumbaŋgɔ ubaɲɔ 

9 queixo kazeʒi kinzuanzua ɔzozɔʒi undʒadʒu 

10 barba mueʒi mueʒi muɛʒi uiɛia 

11 nariz zulu zulɔ zulɔ zunu 

12 olho liesɔ liesɔ liɛsɔ ibɛdia 

13 lágrima soʃi suena suɛna indɛnɔ 

14 orelha kuʒi uti kuti igutuĩ 

15 boca kaɳa munʒimbɔ uŋgimbɔ ikaɲa 

16 lábio munʒimbu papalia munʒimbɔ   

17 língua laka laka laka laka 

18 dente izo izo ɔzɔ idiɔ 

19 garganta luŋgiɾi kaŋguliaŋgulia ɔliŋgɔŋgɔ iuĩlɔ 

20 nuca, pescoço koʃi kɔʃi ʃiŋgɔ ʃiŋgɔ 

21 ombro kibʰebʰe kipepe ipɛpɛ ipʰɛbɛ 

22 braço kuakɔ kuakɔ kuakɔ kuakɔ 

23 axila habia iʃahabia hapiaka habia 

24 cotovelo kaŋgoloŋgolo ŋgolɔ ŋgɔlɔ ikuakɔ kɔnkɔn 

25 esquerdo kakuɔso kapʰili ɔpʰili ipili 

26 direito kaɾia india ɔndia indiɔ 

27 palma da mão kandaɾiakuakɔ kanda lia kuakɔ kanda likuaku ekana 
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# Portuguese gloss Lubolo Kibala Ucela Nsume 

28 dedo muɳe munue munuɛ umuinɛ 

29 unha lunzuana lunzuana lunzuana induna 

30 costas kunda kunda kunda   

31 costela lumbaʒi lupʰati lupʰati kɔlɔ 

32 peito tʰulu pʰatima pʰatima intulɔ 

33 mama, seio diele liele liɛlɛ ibɛlɛ 

34 umbigo hɔba hopa hopa inkɔba 

35 joelho ŋgolɔ ŋolɔ ŋgɔlɔ inama iŋgɔlɔ 

36 pé kinama kanda lie nama inama inpaɲi 

37 tornozelo kaŋgoŋgolokakinama kaŋɔndaŋɔnda ɔŋgɔndaŋgɔnda inkɔdiɔkɔdiɔ 

38 calcanhar kakɔsokɔsɔ kakɔsokɔso ɔkɔsoɔsɔ imbidimbidi 

39 pele kibʰabʰa kipa ipa ibiba 

40 carne ʃitu ʃitu ʃitu insidu 

41 osso kihibʰa kihibʰa ihipa ihuba 

42 veia muʃibʰa muʃiba uʃipa isiba 

43 sangue mahaʒi sɔnde sɔndɛ insɔnɛ 

44 intestinos miɾia mala mala ala 

45 coração phimbi pʰimbi undima utima 

46 pulmões ifaku ifaku taku ɛpuvi 

47 respirar kutʰemeia kupuiena upʰuɲɛna ikuhuima 

48 fígado iʒima mundima muma ɔhuma 

49 rim lusoke lusɔke lusɔkɛ ɔmuma 

50 saliva mate mate mati ata 

51 suor luza muza uʃɛmuka ibuia 

52 tomar banho kunua kunua kunua iguŋuã 

53 lavar (roupa) kusukula kusukula kusukula igusugula 

54 espirrar heze kutuahese hɛʃi inkɛdia 

55 estar cansado ŋgabɔnua kupɔna uapɔnɔ natadɛ 

56 dormir kukɔsa kukɔsa kukɔsa ikulaŋaŋala 
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# Portuguese gloss Lubolo Kibala Ucela Nsume 

57 sonhar kuandanzoʒi kuandanʒoʒi kuandanzoʒi udiɔi 

58 sonho nzoʒi nʒoʒi nzɔʒi indiɔi 

59 roncar, ressonar kuɔna kuona kuɔna ikuhɔñla 

60 cego kifɔfɔ kifofo kiatalɛ idʒimpudiu 

61 mudo mumu kabubu kiapɔsɔ idʒitabi 

62 surdo uahimaʒi kuhamati kavuita idʒisilu 

63 doença uhaʒi uhazi uhaʃi ikupɔda 

64 cair doente kuʒikala kuzikala uʒikala ɔpɔda 

65 febre ualanimbambi kuzikala mbambi imbami 

66 tremer, ter caláfrios kuteketa kuteketa kutɛkɛta ikutɛkɛta 

67 vomitar kulusa kulusa kulusa ikusaɲa 

68 tossir kukɔhɔna kukohɔla kukɔhɔla ikukoɔla 

69 ferida mbɔle mbɔle mbɔlɛ ɛputɛ 

70 ferir alguém kukuama kukuama kukuama uatua 

71 ficar ferido uaɾikuama kulikuama ukuamiva   

72 inchar kuʒimba kuʒimba kuʒimba ɔkulɛnda 

73 borbulha luhana lambulu lumbulu ɔmbulu 

74 cicatriz kimbala kimuma imahã ɔʃimɔmɛ 

75 curar kuiluka kusaka kuilula okutumba 

76 medicamento miloŋgo miloŋgo ilɔŋgɔ ihɛmba 

77 dar parto kukita kukita     

78 nascer kukita amuŋgiti kukita ɔkukita 

79 ir, andar kuia kuenda kuia ɔkuɛnda 

80 ir-se embora iɔia kuia kuiɛiɛ   

81 deixar, abandonar kuʃa kusia kuʃia kisa 

82 ficar kusala kusala kusala kisala 

83 vir de kuiza kutɔka   uiːa 

84 vir kuiza kutɔka kutɔka   

85 chegar kubiʒila kupitila kupitila ɔpidila 
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# Portuguese gloss Lubolo Kibala Ucela Nsume 

86 descansar kunɔha kuɳoha kuɲɔha ɔpuvika 

87 esperar kuʃinʒila kulaiela kuʃinza/kulaila ɔkiŋa 

88 estar do pé kuimana kuamanamolɔ kuamana ɔtãĩ 

89 sentar-se kuʃikama kutumana kutumana okutumãla 

90 ajoelhar-se kuhikama kutumana kuhikama okudɔnama 

91 passear kuɳuŋgana   kupilana tuɛnda 

92 fugir kuleŋga kutila kutila tutɔkɔla 

93 seguir kubʰata kupata kiupata tukuama 

94 voltar, regressar kutʃuka kutiuka kutʃuka tutiuka 

95 enviar, mandar kutumisa kutumisa kutumisa tutuma 

96 trazer kubʰeka kupaka kupɛka tukatuala 

97 levar kuambata kuambata kuambata tutuika 

98 agarrar (alguém) kukuata kukuata kukuata tukuata 

99 pôr, colocar kubʰaka kupaka kupaka tupaka 

100 nadar kuzɔua kuoa kutaza kudiua 

101 saltar kutuka kutuka kutʰɛka kusamuka 

102 lançar kuimbila kuimbila kuimba ikudʒima 

103 cair kubʰinuka kuliasapo kukupuka ikukubuka 

104 pessoa mutʰu mutʰu mutʰu imudu 

105 nome ʒina zina ʒina indukɔ 

106 povo uiŋgi soŋgo mbutɔ imatʰu imadɔ 

107 velho, ancião uakuka   ilamba inkulumɛ 

108 amigo kamba kamba kamba kamalã 

109 hóspede mukombe muŋgombe uŋgɔmbɛ ukɔmɛ 

110 família ndandu luima ndandu ipada 

111 casamento kusakana kusoŋgona unsɔŋgɔna kusɔkala 

112 casar-se (homem) kusakana kusoŋgona kusɔŋgɔna   

113 marido munume pʰelaie unimiɛ unumia 

114 pai (meu) tata tata tata itada 
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# Portuguese gloss Lubolo Kibala Ucela Nsume 

115 esposa mukaʒi muŋgaʒi uŋgaʒiɛ ukaɲɛ 

116 mãe (minha) mama mama mama imama 

117 amar, gostar de kuuabʰela kuuabela kusɔla ɛkusɔla 

118 obedecer kuɳepʰuka kuʃila   ikubɛsɛla 

119 tio materno sekulu sekulu natʰu imaduɛ 

120 tia paterna sekeʃi   sɛkɛsɛ   

121 criança mɔna mɔnahuzu mɔːna mɔl̃a 

122 filho mɔna mɔna     

123 filha mɔna mɔna     

124 irmão mais velho kɔtaliami kotaliamutʰu kɔta ikɔda 

125 irmã mais velha kɔtaliami kotaliamutʰu     

126 rapaz kaleme muŋguenze uŋguɛnzɛ ukuɛɲɛ 

127 menina, rapariga kitulu fekɔ ɔkana mɔkɛdu 

128 gémeos ŋgoŋgo lanzamba lanzamba ɔŋɔŋɔ 

129 homem mundata mundata undata idiala 

130 mulher mumama mumama uŋambɔ ukɛdu 

131 mulher infertil seme mbaku sɛmɛ nsɛmɛ 

132 bebé ŋgaŋga ŋgaŋga ŋaŋa ŋaŋa 

133 adulto munzaŋgala mualiakime uŋgulu unɛnɛ 

134 voz ɔʒi iʒi ɔʒi ndaka 

135 gritar kulula kulula kulula 
 

136 chamar kuisena kuasɛna kuasina 
 

137 chorar kuɾila kulila kulila 
 

138 língua ɔʒi laka laka 
 

139 falar kuɔndola kuɔdɔla kupɔsɛla 
 

140 contar kuaɾika kuʃinda kusinda 
 

141 conto, história sabʰɔ sapɔ nɔŋ̃ɔ 
 

142 conversa haŋgo kuɔdɔla tʰatʰɛ 
 

143 conversar kuzuela   kupɔsɛla 
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# Portuguese gloss Lubolo Kibala Ucela Nsume 

144 perguntar kuibula kuipuisa kuipula 
 

145 responder kuitaua kuitɛsa kuitava 
 

146 pedir kuita kuita kupiŋga 
 

147 ajudar kukuatisa kuilikuatisa kukuatɛkɛsa 
 

148 recusar kuɾikalula kɛtɛsɛ kilikala 
 

149 permitir kuekila kuitɛsa kuitava 
 

150 dar kubʰa kupana kuɛkia 
 

151 receber kutambula kutambula kutambula 
 

152 oferta, prenda   kiːakialia uiɛmbi 
 

153 mostrar kulekesa kulɛŋgɛza kulɛŋgɛsa 
 

154 olhar kukeka kukɛka kutala 
 

155 explicar kulɔmbɔla kutulila kusituisa 
 

156 ensinar kulɔŋga kuaŋguisa kuaŋguisa 
 

157 aprender kuiʒia kuaŋgula kuaŋgula 
 

158 ler kutaŋga kutaŋga kutaŋga 
 

159 escrever kusɔnika kusonika kusɔnika 
 

160 discussão, briga kuhana undaʃi kusokisa 
 

161 discutir kuhana iloŋga kuhɔia 
 

162 (dar) pancada kuŋguaŋgula kulaka   
 

163 bater kumbeta kuimba kuimba 
 

164 bater em uambetamuŋguɔ kumbuka kuimba ka 
 

165 guerra ita undaʃi undaʃi 
 

166 lutar kubʰaŋga kuililaŋga kulaka 
 

167 violência kukambula uhɔlua   
 

168 expulsar kutesa kutɛsa kutɛsa 
 

169 roubar kuɳana kuiana kuɲana 
 

170 enganar kubɔmba kulɔmba kutuŋa 
 

171 esconder kusueka kukɔza kukɔza 
 

172 maldizer, amaldiçoar kubʰubuila kuʃiŋgɛna kuliaŋgula 
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# Portuguese gloss Lubolo Kibala Ucela Nsume 

173 insultar, ofender kuamba uhɔlua kuiɛŋgia 
 

174 mentira makutu makutu uliakuta 
 

175 processo judicial kufundisa kufundisa ufundisa 
 

176 lei kiʒila kizila iʒila 
 

177 juiz mufundiʃi landuŋgɛ uŋguɔfundisa 
 

178 julgar kufundisa kufundisa kufundisa 
 

179 acusar kusuŋga kutɛndɛla kukutɛla 
 

180 confessar kuɾitukula kuɔndɔla kili kuliɛla 
 

181 negar, contestar kuɾikalula kɛtɛsɛ kilikala 
 

182 verdade kiɾi kili kili 
 

183 juramento kutuna kutuna utuna 
 

184 mandar, ordenar kutumina kutumina kutumina 
 

185 impedir kufuɾisa muŋguɛ kutʰatʰika 
 

186 concordar kuitesa kuitɛsa kuitɛsa 
 

187 punir bʰuŋgu kukɔmbuisa kulɔŋga 
 

188 dança ikinu ŋgɔma ukina 
 

189 dançar kukina kukina kukina 
 

190 batuque, tambor ŋgoma ŋgɔma ŋɔma 
 

191 rir kuzɔla kuzɔla kuzɔla 
 

192 jogar, brincar kutɔnɔka kutɔnɔka kutɔnɔka 
 

193 cantar kuimba kuimba kuiːmba 
 

194 canção muimbɔ uimba uiːmba 
 

195 ficar bêbado kukɔla kukɔliua kilikɔliuisa 
 

196 construir kutuŋga kutuŋga kutuŋga 
 

197 casa inzɔ inzu ɔnzu 
 

198 parede kimbatilɔ   ilapɔ 
 

199 telhado   sɔka sɔka 
 

200 janela tʰundilɔ pɛla pɛla 
 

201 porta muelu paia paia 
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# Portuguese gloss Lubolo Kibala Ucela Nsume 

202 abrir kuʒikula kuʒikula kuindula 
 

203 fechar kuʒika kuʒika kuindika 
 

204 entrar kumbɔkɔla kuiŋgina kuiŋina 
 

205 quarto kisuku muilɔ hɔndɔ 
 

206 curral ɾinda ŋanʒi ŋanʒi 
 

207 cerca, paliçada kibʰaŋga kiumbɔ kiumbɔ 
 

208 poço nduŋga nduŋga nduŋga 
 

209 jardim, quintal   itɛi   
 

210 lareira nʒaŋgɔ kinvunvuina tunɛŋgɛ 
 

211 acender kuuika kuvika kuːika 
 

212 fogo tubia tibia tipia 
 

213 arder, queimar kuʃimika kuʃimika kuʃimika 
 

214 carvão kala kala kala 
 

215 fumo ɾiʃi liʃi liʃi 
 

216 cinza utɔkua utɔkua utɔkua 
 

217 apagar, extinguir kuʒima kuʒima kuʒima 
 

218 lenha luhuɳi luhuiɲi luhuɲi 
 

219 molho (de lenha) kitakiaɳihuɳi kituŋgu kia lahuiɲi ituŋgu kalahuɲi  

220 pedras para cozinhar osua masua ɔsua 
 

221 cozinhar kuteɾika kutɛlɛka kutɛlɛka 
 

222 fritar kukaŋga kukaŋga kukaŋga 
 

223 cozer (pão, no chão) kuɔkiaɳimbolo kɔkialambɔlɔ kɔkiambɔlɔ 
 

224 ferver kufulula kufula kufulula 
 

225 panela (de barro) imbia imbia iɛkɛtɛ ɔmbia ipɔtɔ 
 

226 cântaro (grande) saŋgaɾiamema saŋga saŋga 
 

227 tirar água kubʰamema kupa mɛma kupamɛma 
 

228 transportar água kututamema kutapa mɛma kututa mɛma 
 

229 despejar (líquido) kutaʃimema kuitikasi kuiːtila 
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